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Abstract
The genitourinary injuries sustained by soldiers in Iraq and Afghanistan, which make urination, sexual intimacy and fathering a child, more difficult, can cause psychological distress for men, and may even lead to depression. To help ease the burden, Johns Hopkins University has approved a series of 60 experimental penile transplants on wounded veterans with such injuries following the first successful surgery in the US in May of 2016. This article addresses the permissibility of this procedure from the medical, legal, regulatory, sociocultural, religious and ethical perspectives. Medically, since penile transplant fits into the emerging new field of vascularized composite allograft (VCA) there are concerns about the risks for life-long immunosuppression, infection and malignancy. Other concerns include patient’s expectations, donor shortage and lack of public awareness. Legally, the procedure raises issues about the informed consent of donor and recipient, compliance and privacy, as well as need to require a different set of screening procedures and criteria for donation. Psychosocially, the penis is a physical representation of masculinity and is intrinsically tied to gender identity for cisgender men, such that a loss of manhood could be psychologically damaging and socially challenging. Religiously, most major religious groups who approve of organ donation and transplantation are inclined to accept penile transplants. Ethically, the principles of respect for persons/autonomy, beneficence, and justice are used to defend the permissibility of this procedure. Finally, recommendations are offered on the cosmetic use of the procedure and inclusion of transgendered persons when it becomes the medical standard of care.

INTRODUCTION
Organ transplantation has been an acceptable form of medical treatment for many decades. For many patients, it is crucial and can be life-saving. Research has shown that one person is added to the national transplant registry approximately every ten minutes. In addition, twenty-two patients die each day waiting for organ transplantation. These statistics demonstrate how critical organ transplants have become. There is evidence suggesting that just one donor can save the lives of eight people in need of organs. Organs, such as the heart, liver, kidneys, small intestines, pancreas, and lungs, as well as tissues, such as corneas, skin, heart valves, tendons, bones, and veins, can all be donated after death. On the other hand, a healthy individual can donate a non-vital organ, such as blood products, bone marrow, or part of the liver. This is known as living donation [i].

In May of 2016, the first penile transplant performed in the United States took place in Boston, MA, at Massachusetts General Hospital. The operation was performed on Thomas Manning, a 60-year-old man who had a partial penectomy for the treatment of penile cancer. After this surgery, Manning was left with a one-inch stump, making his urination very difficult. He was also unable to have sexual intercourse, which greatly affected his relationships. The compatible donor was a deceased individual with similar skin tone. The operation appears to have been successful despite a hemorrhagic post-operative complication that was managed effectively. The surgical team is cautiously optimistic that the patient will eventually regain urinary and sexual function[ii]. The head of the surgical team, Dr. Curtis Cetrulo, a plastic and reconstructive surgeon, reported that a second patient with penile damage from burns that occurred during a motor vehicle accident will be prepared for penile transplantation as soon as a compatible donor is available.
Identified[iii].

Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, MD has approved an ambitious penile transplant program for the near future. The university has accepted to fund their first penile transplant surgery, at an estimated cost of $200,000 to $400,000, and has agreed to perform a total of 60 other such operations on wounded soldiers for this project. The Department of Veterans Affairs has also agreed to compensate for the postoperative immunosuppressive treatments. Johns Hopkins, in collaboration with the Living Legacy Foundation, the local organ procurement organization, has identified the first patient[iv]. He is a wounded soldier from the Afghanistan war, who suffered a severe penile injury from an explosion. He has been on the transplant waiting list for several months now. The success of the surgery will be carefully evaluated and monitored with the hopes that this will eventually become a standard treatment. The procedure will consist of the careful reconnection of blood vessels, nerves and other vitals tissues from a new penis, which will be harvested from a deceased matched donor[v],[vi].

The Johns Hopkins Genital Transplant Program has designed this project for the benefit of wounded United States veterans who suffer from post-traumatic deformities[vii]. The Department of Defense Trauma Registry reported that between 2001 and 2013, approximately 1,300 men in the military experienced genitourinary injuries, in which they lost a segment or the entire penis. Almost all of these men were under the age of 35, and most of the injuries were sustained by homemade explosives in the Iraq and Afghanistan wars. As a result, U.S. veterans are a major focus of attention for penile transplants, especially since suicide rates are remarkably high in soldiers with such injuries. Physicians and investigators also hope that once this procedure is refined and deemed successful, military surgeons will potentially be trained to perform these transplants[viii].

Two penile transplants have already been performed in countries outside the United States. The first took place at Guangzhou General Hospital in China in 2006. This involved a 44-year-old man whose penis was accidentally severed, leaving him with a 1-inch stump that affected his ability to urinate properly and have sexual intercourse. The surgical team reported that the operation was successful as the organ regained proper blood supply and the recipient was able to urinate effectively. Despite the initial success, the allograft was subsequently removed as a result of psychological concerns and difficulties with the management of the immunosuppression medications required to prevent rejection[ix],[x]. The second penile transplant, however, was a success and was performed in South Africa in 2014, at Tygerberg Hospital. The recipient was a 21-year-old male with an amputated penis that was the result of an infectious complication following a commonly performed ritualistic circumcision. The operation was performed after four years of intense medical research, ethical groundwork, practice on cadavers, and a search for donors. The recipient was later able to fully regain sexual and urinary function, and eventually fathered a child[xi].

The team of surgeons at Johns Hopkins believes that these transplants can be of great benefit to those whose penises cannot be repaired or rebuilt. However, there are many potential questions and concerns that will arise from this operation. Can these men acclimate to the fact that the most identifying and intimate part of their body is derived from another man?[xii] Will there be ethical and moral issues? Where will the line be drawn between this potentially life-saving and life-enhancing procedure if this becomes a routine surgical operation in the United States? Not only can the use of this surgical procedure be extended to the transgendered and transsexual individuals, but it could also potentially become a booming part of the cosmetic industry. For instance, questions may arise such as whether the recipient is able to have a choice about the size or skin tone of the penis, or whether or not there should be a priority list for this organ transplant[xiii].

This procedure has the potential for impacting the field of organ transplantation. The focus of this paper is to review the medical, legal, psychosocial, and ethical issues associated with the proposed penile transplants for injured U.S veterans. The paper is divided into five sections. The first section will discuss the medical management, surgical technique, and the potential risks and complications of the procedure. The second section will address the various regulatory and legal issues regarding informed consent and organ donation, as they pertain to the protection of both the donor and recipient. The third section will explore the possible psychosocial consequences, and the fourth section will be an ethical analysis of the issues arising from the transplant, with a particular focus on the arguments for and against penile transplants. The final section will offer several recommendations for the future of this operation if it
becomes a standard procedure in the United States.


**MEDICAL AND SURGICAL APPROACH**

The penile transplant operation is extremely complex and challenging. As demonstrated by the transplant team at Massachusetts General Hospital, meticulous pre-planning and coordination of many resources and expertise is required to complete this major undertaking. Contingency plans must be put in place in anticipation of unexpected outcomes. Additionally, various surgical experts are needed to perform the operation. These include the urologist who is intimately familiar with the anatomy and functions of the genitourinary and male sexual organs, a plastic and reconstructive surgeon who provides the skills and expertise in microsurgical techniques, and a transplant surgeon who can offer the experience and knowledge of the transplant process.

Penile transplantation entails the joining of a donor penile composite graft to a recipient penile stump. Both tissues need to be prepared with surgical debridement of unwanted tissues and exposure of vital vessels and nerves. The goal is to reconstruct a naturally appearing external genitalia, and to reestablish urinary, ejaculatory and sexual function[i]. The indication for penile transplantation and degree of tissue transplanted may greatly influence the surgical approach and functional expectations of the transplanted graft.

The penis is a dynamic organ with the physiological roles of urinary transport and sexual function. This requires a complex architecture incorporating an extensive vascular network and an intricate arrangement of nerves that provide both sensory and functional enervation to the organ. There are three critical vascular territories: the glans (tip of penis) and corpus spongiosum (inferior portion of the shaft surrounding the urethra), the corpora cavernosa (two elongated cylinder-like structures that make up the bulk of the penile shaft), and the penile skin[ii]. It is the surge of blood flow into the erectile tissue of the corpora cavernosa that provides the rigidity during sexual arousal. During transplantation all three of these territories need to be re-established to maximize graft perfusion and function. The small caliber of these vessels and their paired nature requires at least six microvascular arterial anastomoses. Another vein on the dorsal aspect of the shaft (the deep dorsal vein) must also be anastomosed to provide sufficient venous drainage away from the graft[iii]. Additionally, the thickened fascial layers surrounding the corpora cavernosa needs to be carefully approximated to create the elongated cavity required for vascular engorgement and rigid erections. Lastly, the transplant is completed by adjoining the corpora spongiosum and urethra for urinary and ejaculatory functions, and the skin to restore proper appearance.

**Figure 1**

Penile anatomy[iv]

Urinary and semen transport is established through the graft by surgically approximating the urethral ends. Tactile
sensation of the penis is provided by two dorsal nerves. They need to be joined together using a microsurgical approach. The parasympathetic nerves, which provide the signaling required for erection, and the sympathetic nerves, responsible for causing softening following ejaculation, are often too small to be reliably identified and manipulated[v]. Although it is possible that spontaneous natural growth and reinnervation of these nerves may occur over time, erections without them could take place if the recipient’s cavernosal structures are intact and can initiate vascular engorgement. It is then feasible that this can be propagated to the transplanted graft and result in sufficient erectile rigidity for sexual intercourse. This outcome is supported by initial reports of erectile function achieved by the recipient of the first successful human penile transplantation[vi]. According to the Johns Hopkins transplant team, nerves can potentially grow as much as one 1 mm per day. At this rate, they anticipate that the newly transplanted tissue could achieve full function between six and twelve months after the procedure[vii]. However, it is unclear how transplantation and immunotherapy will affect erection physiology[viii].

Given the complexity and the many unknowns of this new operation, it is inevitable that unexpected complications and adverse events will occur. There are many potential immediate and delayed risks. Early complications include infection of the surgical wound and lack of vascular perfusion to the graft. This could lead to partial or total destruction of the new organ. Experience with penile transplantation following amputation has demonstrated that break down and sloughing of the implanted penile skin commonly occurs due to insufficient passive blood perfusion and new vessel formation. Although the graft structures and skin eventually bridge across and blend in with the corresponding tissues of the stump, the resulting organ may be cosmetically unpleasant and distressing for the patient in the interim[ix],[x]. Acute rejection, a grave concern during the immediate postoperative recovery period, needs to be addressed promptly. Cardiovascular complications such as deep vein thrombosis, pulmonary embolism and myocardial infarction are typically associated with prolonged operative times, especially in patients with a history of obesity, hypertension, dyslipidemia, and hyperglycemia.

Delayed complications, on the other hand, could occur a few months or many years later. One of the most important concerns in any transplant is immune rejection. The recipient’s immune system naturally mounts a response aimed at destroying the foreign graft. Consequently, immunosuppression has become vital for the survival of the graft. Many immunosuppressive agents are typically utilized to prevent rejection. Induction drugs, such as CD3 monoclonal antibodies and anti-thymocyte globulins, are typically given at the time of transplant, while maintenance drugs such as steroids, calcineurin inhibitors and antiproliferative agents are used for long term suppression[xi],[xii]. Such agents are used in penile transplants and are very similar to those used in kidney and other transplants. They can have their own adverse side effects, but some newer agents can actually be beneficial in this case, as they are known to be potent agents for nerve regeneration and growth[xiii],[xiv]. The weakened immunity associated with the use of these agents can also lead to infections, organ damage and certain types of cancer. Penile transplant patients will require a lifelong routine of immunosuppressant medications, imposing a great risk to the patient’s quality of life[xv],[xvi]. Physicians at Johns Hopkins have suggested performing a bone marrow infusion from the donor to the recipient 10-14 days after the operation. This could potentially lessen the overall number of lifelong anti-rejection drugs the patient would need to take[xvii].

Other potential adverse effects that one would also anticipate include the narrowing of the urethra leading to obstruction of the urinary flow, scarring, and poor blood flow within the corpora cavernosa. This results in inadequate erections or penile curvature, and poor skin healing from lack of blood flow or infection causing disfiguration and poor appearance. Penile length and skin tone should also be seriously assessed and considered during preoperative screening as they could have a significant long-term psychological and functional impact on the recipient.

In summary, short and long term expectations following penile transplants are difficult to predict. The most important immediate goal is to assure graft survival through adequate blood flow and prevention of acute rejection. Restoration of urinary, ejaculatory, and sexual functions along with a cosmetically acceptable appearance are important long-term expected outcomes. The success of such is determined by continuous monitoring and proper medical management of adverse events, the degree of nerve regeneration, and minimization of rejection. Finally, if the testes are intact and have not been damaged by the genitourinary injury, fathering children remains a hypothetical possibility[xviii].
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REGULATORY AND LEGAL ISSUES

A shortage in viable organs for transplantation has long been a prevalent problem and public health issue in the United States. For instance, as of June 2016 there are more than 20,000 Americans in need of a tissue or organ transplant, and are currently on a waiting list[i.]. Legislation and policies such as the National Organ Transplant Act of 1984 and the Uniform Anatomical Gifts Act (UAGA) have been enacted to address this shortage, develop regulations, and protect the individuals involved[ii],[iii]. Organizations and networks such as the Organ Procurement Transplantation Network (OPTN) and the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) have been established to increase awareness, improve the donor registration process, facilitate the procedure of matching donors to recipients, and improve communication between organ procurement organizations and hospitals[iv],[v]. Consequently, organ donation has become widely regulated in all U.S. states.

The success of solid organ transplants has led many transplant centers to apply the process to other nontraditional body parts. This new process is called vascularized composite allotransplantation. This involves the transfer of a donated body part from compatible donors to recipients as a single functional unit. This unit is called a vascularized composite allograft (VCA). The transplanted organ, such as a face, hand or penis, is a “composite” of essential tissue structures such as skin, muscle, nerves, and blood vessels[vi]. This field is in its early stages of development, although interest in this new discipline is rapidly growing. Despite encouraging early results, many challenges remain such as the need for life-long immunosuppression for graft survival, the potential risks to the recipient, including infection and malignancy, donor shortage, and lack of public awareness. As a result, a different set of screening procedures and criteria for donation and transplantation have been established in preparation for this emerging new field[vii].

In July 2013, the National Organ Transplant Act of 1986 was amended by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services recognizing VCAs as organs. This definition of “organs” is based on nine criteria that were published in the Final Rule[viii],[ix]. Some of the body parts that fit the definition included face, limbs, larynx, and abdominal wall[x]. In 2014, the OPTN assumed responsibility for the oversight and the development of policies regarding VCA transplantations. In June of 2014, OPTN and UNOS approved the first national policies and bylaws related to VCAs[xi]. Since then these policies and bylaws have required additional alterations[xii]. In December of 2015, the list of body parts covered by the policies had to be expanded and revised to include genitourinary organs, such as uterus, internal and external genitalia (male and female) and urinary bladder[xiii].

Most VCA organ donations fall under the category of
reconstructive or non-reconstructive. Reconstructive, also known as “restorative,” vascularized composite allotransplantation procedures involve transplanting certain organs, such as hand or face, in order to “restore musculoskeletal function and/or body form to the affected recipient in the setting of trauma, tumor, infection, and congenital differences”[xiv]. Conversely, non-reconstructive, also known as “non-restorative,” VCA transplantation restores function of a non-vital organ to an otherwise healthy patient. Examples of this are uterine and penile transplants, in which the missing non-essential function is reproductive. The benefits of VCA organ transplantation are also considered life-changing, while those for solid organ transplants are generally life saving[xv].

The process for vascularized composite allotransplantation is comparable to solid organ transplantation for the most part. Because of the complexity of the operation, the many unknowns, and the potential psychological impact associated with this new field, preparation for a transplant requires a very rigorous evaluation process. This includes more comprehensive screening procedures, an in-depth psychological evaluation, more explicit consent, and a specified assessment of the donor’s physical characteristics (e.g. skin tone or size)[xvi],[xvii].

The current established registration process for organ donation does not contain a specific consent for vascularized composite allotransplantation. The OPTN emphasized the importance of a separate authorization process for VCA organ donations to insure transparency and to provide more specific information in the consent process. In December of 2014 the OPTN approved and published specific guidelines regarding this authorization process. First, consent for VCA donation should not be assumed and OPOs must seek a separate consent, other than the consent for organ donation authorized by the donor prior to their brain death. Second, this consent must be obtained from an authorized individual, such as family or next of kin. Third, asking for consent for a VCA donation should not negatively influence or jeopardize the authorization for a life saving solid organ donation[xviii],[xix].

Much of our knowledge and understanding of VCA organ donation is derived from research and clinical experience from solid organ transplants. A major difference between the two is that VCAs are usually performed in healthier individuals, which raises many new questions including the long-term effects of immunosuppressive medications, and psychological impact in an otherwise relatively healthy recipient.
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SOCIOCULTURAL ISSUES
Religious Groups
Organ donation is an incredible act of corporal charity. Most of them require brain death of the donor prior to transplantation, but many organs and tissues can also be gifted by living donors. Consequently, most religious groups have developed tenets regarding morality and ethics of organ donation and transplantation. With the advent of the penile transplant, there is an additional component of sexuality which complicates the moral determinations of religious organizations. Very little is known about each major faith group’s opinion on penile transplants; however, there are doctrines related to organ donations and general sexuality. Through the combination of both fields, it is the hope of this section to extrapolate and elucidate their possible opinions regarding the novel penile transplant.

The Catholic Church has favored organ donation, with the past three popes lauding those who legally donate their organs. Pope Francis most recently referred to organ donation as a “testimony of love for our neighbor”[i.]. His opinion is in accordance with the Catechism of the Catholic Church, which states that “Organ donation after death is a noble and meritorious act and is to be encouraged as an expression of generous solidarity”[ii]. In terms of sexuality, the Catholic Church’s stance has been relatively stagnant. Within the context of marriage, a man and a woman may have sexual intercourse as a means to procreate and to grow in union with one’s partner[iii].

One of the main goals of the penile transplantation is to restore sexual function to the recipient’s damaged or missing organ. In this sense, it is still in accordance with natural law, because post-transplant patients will be able to use their bodies as they could before and as nature intended. So long as the patient remains chaste until marriage, and once married uses his newly transplanted penis monogamously for both procreation and union with his wife, it can be considered permissible by the Catholic Church.

Judaism shares the same views regarding the altruism of organ donation. “Transplantation does not desecrate a body or show lack of respect for the dead, and any delay in burial to facilitate organ donation is respectful of the deceased. Organ donation saves lives and honors the deceased”[iv]. Judaism also shares similar ideals on sexuality. Sex within the context of marriage is permissible as it serves the purpose of procreation and union. Consequently, the same argument used above can be made for allowing penile transplants.

Islam has also approved organ transplantation during the Islamic Fiqh Council, assuming that the operation meets the requirements of beneficence of the recipient, non-maleficence of the donor, voluntary donation, and medical necessity[v]. According to the Quran, Islam has a rather sex-positive viewpoint, stating that sex is not something to be suppressed and that sex within a marriage is more than a means for procreation[vi]. These views are also similar to those of the Catholic Church, and the same argument can be made to surmise the approval from Muslim officials.

**Psychosocial**

The penis is undoubtedly an important organ of the male body; not only does it serve as a means to urination, intercourse, and sexual reproduction, but it also has profound psychological relevance. For many men, their sense of manhood derives consciously or subconsciously from the presence and appearance of their penis[vii]. For these men, the penis is an organ that gives them a sense of self. Unlike kidney and liver transplants, the organ is visible, which makes it personal and unique. Damage or loss of a penis is more than just a physical injury. It can be psychologically devastating, resulting in the feeling of loss of masculinity and shame. This could ultimately lead to negative effects on family and marital stability[viii].

Most of the men slated for the penile transplant have had either a partial or total penectomy due to trauma or from penile carcinoma. In a Brazilian study that evaluated the pre and postoperative sexual function for partial penectomy patients, there was a significant decrease in self-reported erectile function, orgasmic function, sexual desire, intercourse satisfaction, and overall satisfaction during intercourse. Only six patients out of eighteen sustained their degree of sexual satisfaction postoperatively[ix]. Six patients stopped having sexual intercourse entirely after the operation due to “low self-esteem and shame for the small size of the penis”[x]. A more recent dissertation from Texas Woman’s University supports Romero’s study, stating that 38% of participants chose abstinence postoperatively and 31% experienced marital problems as a result of the procedure. In addition, participants also mentioned that the loss of their penis “challenged their manhood”[xi]. However, it was noted that for those with familial and spousal support, recovery was comparatively easier.

The penile transplant is not considered a life-saving procedure, because it is not vital in nature. However, the loss...
of one’s penis clearly has the ability to hinder a man’s psychosexual health and his relationship with a significant other. Consequently, because of the immense psychological toll, it certainly could be a life-changing procedure for those men who have suffered from conditions such as severe penile trauma, partial or total penectomy secondary to penile carcinoma, congenital microphalus, or gender dysphoria. These patients are definitely in need of transplantation, and from a psychological perspective they would benefit tremendously from this surgery.

**Transgender/Transsexual Inclusion**

Transgender individuals are those for whom their gender identity (man, woman, gender fluid) does not align with their biological sex (male, female, intersex). As a result, transgender people experience what is called gender dysphoria, which is the distress caused by the incongruence between gender identity and biological sex. Not all transgender people wish to transition via hormone therapy or gender confirming procedures. However, those that do are considered transsexual. This section will discuss the application of the penile transplant specifically for trans men (FtM), meaning those who were assigned female at birth and wish to transition to male.

Currently, the course of treatment for transsexual men includes hormone therapy (testosterone and estrogen-blockers), followed by “top surgery” or breast reduction surgery, cosmetic procedures such as vocal surgery, and “bottom surgery” which is surgery of the genitals. “Genital surgical procedures for FtM persons may include hysterectomy, ovariectomy (salpingo-oophorectomy), vaginectomy, metoidioplasty, scrotoplasty, urethroplasty, placement of testicular prostheses, and phalloplasty”[xii]. The phalloplasty, or construction of a new penis, is a very complicated procedure, which may require multiple operations and is frequently unsuccessful. As a result, many transsexual men are left with only partial function of their new phallus or knowingly opt for just the salpingo-oophorectomy instead to avoid this outcome[xiii].

It is clear that suitable treatment options for transsexual men are few and limited, and their efficacy in restoring both coital and urinary function can be inconsistent and unreliable. While the first penile transplant in South Africa appeared to have succeeded in providing the patient with return of sensation and urinary and sexual function, this operation would be complex in transsexual men[xiv]. An ovariectomy, vaginectomy, and perhaps a scrotoplasty would have to be performed before a penile transplant could proceed. If successful, this advanced treatment approach could become the newest and most efficacious option for transsexual men. Assuming there are no major technical differences between a penile transplant for injured cisgender men and transsexual men, transsexual men are equally qualified and deserving of this procedure from a medical perspective. In addition, it has been shown that the success of the current gender confirming surgical procedures is directly related to the reduction of gender dysphoria in transsexual patients[xv]. Therefore, this could not only be medically effective, but also the most psychologically advantageous option.

---
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ETHICAL ISSUES

The proposed penile transplant operations for veterans with genitourinary injuries raise many ethical concerns. First, do the physical risks outweigh the benefits of this experimental and non-life-saving transplant? The risk-benefit calculus demands that the potential benefits of a procedure be weighed against its risks and disadvantages. Besides the possible complication that may arise from this complex procedure, there could be a rejection of the transplanted penis and the recipient may need to be on immunosuppression medication. There is 15-18% risk of rejection in the first year of the transplant, which may necessitate the need for lifelong immunosuppressant[i],[iii]. Immunosuppression drugs have inherent side effects, which include diminished immunoresponsiveness, propensity to dispose patients to opportunistic infections, organ damage, diabetes, and lymphoma[iii],[iv][v]. The question then follows: Are the benefits of regaining urinary and sexual functions, and the restoring of psychosocial identity, commensurate with the risks involved?

The risk-benefit ratio also invokes the ethical debate about therapy versus enhancement. The penis is not a “life-saving” or “life-sustaining” organ, such as the heart, kidney or liver. Rather, it is classified as “life-enhancing”, because it improves the quality of the recipient’s life[vi],[vii]. Are the injured veterans willing to bear these potential risks, for such a non-life-saving procedure? Is it justified for medical professionals to offer such a novel procedure to the veterans, considering the inherent risks? In response to the latter issue, some opine that the proposed penile transplant for injured veterans fall under the normal therapeutic category, because the intention is to return a person to normal urinary and sexual function after a trauma, and likened it to rebuilding a breast for a woman after mastectomy[viii]. Approximately 1,300 male service members sustained life-altering urogenital injuries between 2001 and 2013. For these men, urinary and sexual functions were made difficult, and one could argue that these proposals are primarily therapeutic, because the injured patients want to be made whole again[ix],[x].

The second ethical concern is the informed consent process. Typically, for every procedure, surgeons fully disclose the risks and benefits in a manner that the patient understands, in order for the patients to make informed decisions to consent or refuse therapy/treatment. But in the case of penile transplants, the paucity of information about this novel procedure makes the full disclosure component of informed consent problematic. There are things we do not know and need to learn about the procedure to prove that it is safe and effective. So far only three of these procedures have been performed, in China, South Africa and U.S, which make John Hopkins’s proposed transplant with the veteran the fourth. The available information so far on penile transplants indicates that it involves a plethora of anatomic structures, multiple reconstructive techniques, and complicated pharmacological treatments[xi]. How can we guarantee that the veterans fully understand this complex information to give a valid and informed consent? Given the emotional trauma these wounded servicemen deal with daily, and the propensity to suffer from PTSD (which can constitute mental instability), are they in the frame of mind and thoughts to evaluate the risks against the benefits before giving their consents to such an invasive procedure?

The third ethical concern is family consent and public’s attitude toward penile transplants. The primary source of graft donation is from deceased donors. Legally, in the U.S., additional and specific consent is required from families for the donation of a deceased family member’s organs, such as hands, faces and penises. Would families be willing to donate the penises of deceased loved ones? Members of the general public already have concerns and reservations about graft donations for hand and face transplants which belong to the class of vascularized composite allotransplantation with penile transplant[xii],[xiii]. Will penile transplants be treated differently? Given the sensitivity and symbolism of the penis, and the fact that it is tied to ideas of masculinity[xiv], it is fair to assume that at the initial stage the public may have concerns about it and be unwilling to donate. Additionally, the thought of having the body of a deceased loved one without his penis may be unfathomable for some families to consent. For instance, it took years to find a donor in the South African penile transplant, and when the surgeons identified one, the family of donor insisted on reconstructing a phallus to replace the one transplanted to the recipient [xv],[xvi]. Asking a grieving family if they would want to donate the penis of their husband, son or brother may be a difficult task, unlike making similar requests for kidneys, liver, heart and other tissues. If the request for family consent is not handled properly by the Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network, the sensitivity and symbolism of the penis has the potential for scaring families away from donation.
Against the backdrop of the above concerns, is it ethical then to proceed with penile transplant for wounded veterans? Yes; a case could be made for the permissibility of penile transplants for veterans, based on the ethical principles of respect for persons/autonomy, beneficence and justice.

Respect for persons entails the right of a person to freely exercise self-determination and to be treated with fundamental dignity and respect. The principle of respect for persons has two integral but separate moral requirements: the requirement to acknowledge autonomy and the requirement to protect those with diminished autonomy[xxvii]. In other words, “to respect autonomous agents is to acknowledge their right to hold views, to make choices, and to take actions based on their personal values and beliefs”[xviii]. Competent patients have a common-law and constitutional right to decide whether to accept or refuse a proposed treatment. This right extends to full and active participation in health decisions that affect their lives, even if those decisions may be wrong or counterproductive. Every competent adult, including injured veterans, have this right of autonomy. Therefore, if the surgical team at John Hopkins has duly followed the 10 guidelines that emerged in 2006 after the transplant in China, which includes physical and psychological evaluations for potential recipients, approval from the hospital’s Institutional Review Board (IRB), and obtained informed consent from the recipients, then surgery should proceed[xxix]. It is the gold standard in clinical practice and biomedical research that competent adults choose or decide on any form of medical procedure (including experimental procedures and clinical trials, such as penile transplant) available to them. Injured veterans should not be denied this right of self-determination. John Hopkins has established some safeguards for this series of operations. For example, patients would only be considered for the penile transplant if they do not qualify for more traditional types of genital reconstruction, are mentally healthy, have good family support, understand the risks (including need for additional surgeries and lifetime use of immunosuppressive drugs), and have spousal involvement[xx]. Denying competent veterans the opportunity to be part of this experimental procedure violates the ethical principle of respect for persons.

The principle of beneficence entails the moral obligations to confer benefits and to prevent, remove, or minimize harm and risk to others. It also incorporates weighing an action’s possible goods against its costs and possible harms [xxi]. Beneficence, whose focus is the promotion and enhancement of the good of others, encompasses nonmaleficence, which specifically prohibits the infliction of harm, injury, or death upon others. This ethical principle traces its roots to the Hippocratic Oath that stipulates “Above all, do no harm” (primum non nocere). In clinical practice and biomedical research, this principle demands that as moral agents, physicians have an ethical responsibility to treat their patients in a way that will maximize benefits and minimize harm. Hundreds of young wounded veterans have a diminished quality of life due to the urogenital injuries they sustained at war, which makes urination, sexual intimacy and fathering a child difficult. Penile transplants hold the promise of restoring their qualities of life. It has the potential for helping these veterans not only to regain urinary functions and sexual identity, but to also boost their psychosocial persona, jeopardized by the loss of their penises[xxii]. Given the prospects, potentials, and positivity expressed by the surgical team that those who meet the selection criteria will adapt to it and accept the graft, the principle of beneficence demands that we offer the procedure to veterans [xxiii],[xxiv]. Similarly, to minimize the need for immunosuppression medications and reduce the risks of cancer, graft-host disease, and rejection, the surgical team will employ a protocol originally developed for hand transplants that uses donor-derived bone marrow[xxv],[xxvi]. The efforts by the surgical team to minimize the risks of the procedure pass the test of nonmaleficence. Therefore, arguing for a total rejection of the procedure based solely on the risks, without looking at the benefits and improved quality of life for these wounded veterans is a violation of the principle of beneficence.

Finally, the principle of justice recognizes that each person should be treated fairly and equitably, and be given his or her due. Distributive justice requires that everyone receive equitable access to the basic health care, which is necessary for living a fully human life [xxvii]. Hundreds of wounded soldiers who suffer from urogenital injuries were robbed of their normal male functions. They received these injuries while fighting to defend the freedom of Americans and people all around the globe. These young veterans had plans of engaging in relationships and raising families before deployment, but returned with devastating injuries, including loss of penises, which is quintessentially interwoven with their identity. Not only might their dreams of sexual intimacy have been shattered, but also simple actions such as urinating while standing or going into public restrooms have
become burdensome[xxviii]. Justice demands that these individuals, who have made huge sacrifices for society, be cared for by offering them a redeeming (though experimental) procedure. These injured veterans should be given the opportunity to participate in the trial that may hold a promise of restoring their masculinity, especially the capability of even fathering their own children. To deny them of this opportunity is a violation of the principle of justice.


[x] Kuehn, B. M. (2016) supra note 1xx

[xi] Zhang, L.-C., supra note xiii.


[xiii] Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network, supra note xxxii


[xix] Zhang, L.-C., supra note xiii.


RECOMMENDATIONS

As penile vascularized composite allotransplantation navigates through its developmental stages and matures into a successful operation, it may become a routine operation in the United States. Eventually, this procedure may expand to transsexual men in addition to just civilians with urogenital injuries (including U.S. veterans with urogenital trauma). Since there has currently been very little research published in scholarly literature evaluating penile transplantation, this operation should not be executed unless specific guidelines are set in place and publicized[i.]. Johns Hopkins has already established some guidelines for identifying potential donors. Other additional recommendations should include the following:

1. Any individual interested in organ donation should be informed about the possibility of a VCA transplant. A more precise definition of “organ donor” should also be established. Donors may not be completely aware of the organ(s) he or she is potentially donating, which could cause some concern. For instance, male donors may be reluctant to register for organ donation if they assume that their penis may be harvested. Organ donation could be classified based on the type of organ the donor is willing to provide. For example, donors can choose to be placed into one of three different categories or classifications when registering for organ donation. Class 1 donors would allow the use of only life-saving vital organs, such as the heart, lung, kidney, and liver. Class 2 would allow the use of non-life-saving organs, including skin, eyes, hands, and penis. Class 3 would allow the use of all bodily parts and tissues. OPOs, hospitals, and transplant teams should have easy access to this information prior to any transplant.

2. Very specific information should be accessible to individuals and family members registering for organ donation, including information regarding
Penile transplantation, in case they want to further research this option. This would include potential psychological effects on family members, cost of the procedure, benefits to recipients, and cosmetic repairs to the donated site. The Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) should be more proactive in ensuring that potential donors are well informed during the driver’s license registration process. This can be accomplished by raising awareness through public service announcements, brochures, and information on their website.

3. Consent from family and legal guardians should be obtained as detailed in the OPTN policies for VCA donation. In addition, those providing the consent should be informed that this procedure remains experimental in nature until it becomes more established. It might be beneficial to introduce a family advocate to assist in the consent process and discussion, especially when potential coercion and conflict of interest by ambitious researchers could play a role.[ii],[iii]

4. Any discussion of penile transplants with potential donor or family members must not impede the process of registration or obtaining consent for other potentially life-saving solid organs, such as a kidney or heart.[iv]

5. Procurement programs should provide interested families with detailed information about the transplant, including logistical and emotional support. This will ultimately make it easier for them to consent. For example, they could offer the skin grafting of the open wound following the removal of the penis, so that they are more willing and comfortable with burying the deceased without this organ. Alternatively, the option of cremation could be offered to families instead.

6. Penile transplantation could potentially fail in some patients. This could be the result of poor revascularization of the graft, a postoperative complication such as an infection, or from immune rejection. As a result, the penis may need to be removed, which could have a tremendous impact on the patient. The patient may also need to be placed back onto the transplant list for a new organ. In order to manage such medical, emotional and logistical issues, a standardized process should be put in place to provide guidance, along with access to medical and psychological counseling for these patients and their families.

7. Most major religious groups approve of organ donation and transplantation. Because of the sexual nature of the penile transplant, the tenets of sexual practice within each faith group should be examined before determining the permissibility of such a transplant. Consultation with faith leaders should be advised if the patient is concerned about the moral implications of the procedure.

8. Because of the potential implications relative to sexuality, marriage, masculinity, and overall mental health, explicit consent and an in-depth psychological evaluation of the recipient and significant other should be carefully considered prior to penile transplantation.

9. Once the procedure for penile transplantation has been tailored to transsexual males, the procedure should be expanded to this marginalized demographic of patients, and possibly even replacing current phalloplasty options. Because the penile transplant procedure is being developed for biological males, the standard of care for transsexual males must be adjusted to meet their specific circumstances. However, once this standard is developed, they should be considered equally deserving recipients of the penile transplant.

10. Due to certain constraints such as the limited number of donors and trained surgeons for this type of transplant, use of the penile transplant as a strictly cosmetic enhancement is not advisable for the time being. Priority on the transplant list should be given to those based on medical need rather than cosmetic enhancement for physically "normal" males.
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CONCLUSION

The penile transplant has become one of the newest frontiers in the transplant medical community. After only a few attempts, physicians have managed to successfully perform the surgery, and in doing so, appear to have restored urinary, sexual, and procreative function to their recipients Due to the several controversial aspects of this procedure, more regulations need to be put in place before this becomes a standard operation in the United States. In addition, the specifics of the procedure, including donor/recipient matching and inclusion of certain demographics in the recipient pool, must also be confirmed as this procedure gains popularity. Ethically, this procedure is permissible via the principles of respect for persons/autonomy, beneficence, and justice. Ultimately, the penile transplant has the potential to greatly improve the physiological and psychological health of future recipients.
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